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Cambiamenti

Christine Bellomy, clarinet
Stephen Shepherd, violin
Chia-yi Lee, piano

Helmut DECKER

Kanon für Bläsersextett

Emily Helvering, oboe
Christine Bellomy, clarinet
Annette Machetta, bass clarinet
Catharine Jackson, horn I
Steve Schultz, horn II
David Bryant, bassoon

Peter LACKNER

Alef

Christine Bellomy, clarinet
Miki Yuasa, violin
Laura Tiong, piano

Robert HÖLDRICH

Nachtstück

Michelle Fox, clarinet
Brett Paschal, vibriphone
Stephen Shepherd, violin I
Miki Yuasa, violin II
Jacqueline Schmidt, viola
Cora Kuyvenhoven, violoncello

Joachim JUNG